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Abstract: Japanese dialects are full of variety in accent systems. Why did such rich variation 
develop? There are two opinions about it. One is that these variations developed because the Heian 
Period Kyoto accent spread outward long ago, and changed respectively in each place. Another is 
that Japanese was at ﬁrst a language with no accent distinctions. However complex accent system 
appeared in Kyoto, and accent distinctions developed in each place under that inﬂuence. But both 
opinions focus on only superﬁcial phenomena, and lack consideration of distinctive features. So in 
this paper, I investigate how various accent systems develop by considering the distinctive features 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































H○┐ ○ ＝　H○┐ ○
　　　　３類（山・犬）　L○○」
　　　　４類（松・笠）　L○」○ ＝　L○」○ ＞　L○○




　　　　４類（頭・男）　L○○○」  　　H○┐ ○○
　　　　５類（命・心）　L○○」○ ＞　H○┐ ○○
　　　　６類（兎・狐）　L○」○○ ＝　L○」○○ ＞　L○○○






















































２拍名詞１類　　 （庭・鳥）　　H○○ ＝　H○○ ＞　○○




３拍名詞１類　　 （形・車）　　H○○○ ＝　H○○○ ＞　○○○
　　　　２・４類（小豆・男）　H○○┐ ○ ＞　H○○○┐   ＞　○○○┐
　　　　５類　　 （命・心）　　H○┐ ○○ ＞　H○○┐ ○ ＞　○○┐ ○
　　　　６類　　 （兎・狐）　　L○」○○ ＞　L○○」○ ＞　○○○















































〈T1〉○○○┐ 　〈T2〉○○○┐ 　 
（a1）トーンの消失
　　○○○┐
〈T1〉○○┐ ○　〈T2〉○○┐ ○　　　　　　　　　　　　○○┐ ○
〈T1〉○┐ ○○　〈T2〉○┐ ○○　　　　　　　　　　　　○┐ ○○
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